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''Administrative search''
is swarming around the
Fourth Amendment like bees.
And the drone may soon
become deafening.

e

FOURTH

AMENDMENT
inanA e of
Drugan AIDS
TESTING
by Yale Kamisar
The following article is adapted from an article that appeared
in the New York Times Magazine, September 13, 1987.
© 1987 New York Times, reprinted by permission.
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hree quarters of a century ago the Supreme Court expressed some thoughts
on constitutional interpretation that
bear repeating today (Weems v.
United States, 217 U.S. 349, 373):
"Time works changes, brings
into existence new conditions and
purposes. Therefore, a principle to be vital must
be capable of wider application than the mischief
which gave it birth. This is particularly true of constitutions ... [In interpreting] a constitution, therefore, our contemplation cannot be only of what has
been but of what may be. Under any other rule a
constitution would indeed be as easy of application
as it would be deficient in efficacy and power."
The Fourth Amendment protects "the right of the
people to be secure in their persons, homes, papers,
and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures" and bans the issuance of warrants except
upon "probable cause" and certain other conditions.
The wording of the amendment is succinct and
majestic. But it is also vague and general. Thus,
whether, and how, to apply it to new conditions
has generated great controversy - and none greater
than the current agitation over mass drug testing
and mandatory or "routine" AIDS testing.
Until recently, the best illustration of the struggle
to adapt the search and seizure provision to new developments was the Court's confrontation with the
troublesome problem of wiretapping and electronic
eavesdropping. In Olmstead v. United States (1928),
the first wiretapping case to reach the Supreme
Court, a 5-4 majority, per Chief Justice Taft, concluded, over the famous dissents of Holmes and
Brandeis, that so long as electronic surveillance
did not involve a physical entry into one's home
or office, it fell outside the coverage of the Fourth
Amendment. Conversations, reasoned Taft, were
not "things" to be "seized" within the meaning
of the amendment.
In the following years, as parabolic microphones
and other forms of sophisticated electronic snooping
made their presence felt, it became increasingly
clear that the property-trespass theory of the Fourth
Amendment could not survive. The Warren Court
finally rejected it in the 1967 Katz case. The Fourth
Amendment, the Katz Court told us, "protects people, not places"; the amendment applies whenever
the government violates a person's "justifiable"
expectation of privacy or one that society is
prepared to recognize as "reasonable."
But that was not the end of the matter. Once
tapping and bugging were deemed "searches" or
"seizures," were they so inherently intrusive and

indiscriminate that they were necessarily unreasonable
ones? The Court answered in the negative. If, as
Professor Albert Beisel once said, the Taft Court had
read the Fourth Amendment "with the literalness
of a country parson interpreting the first chapter of
Genesis," to maintain that conversations are not only
constitutionally protected, but beyond the reach of
any warrant or court order would be to display little
more sophistication.
Today it is hard to believe that the Supreme Court
struggled so long and so hard to bring electronic
surveillance within the ambit and the terms of the
Fourth Amendment. For the constitutional problems
posed by such surveillance, although not inconsiderable, pale in comparison with those raised by mass
or random drug testing and mandatory or "routine"
AIDS testing. Indeed, some day, I venture to say,
we shall look back on such testing as either the most
dramatic illustrations of the application of the Fourth
Amendment to new conditions and purposes or the
most striking examples of the failure to do so.
Why do I believe that electronic surveillance presented a much easier set of Fourth Amendment
problems than those facing us today? It takes no
leap of the imagination to say, as search and seizure
historian Telford Taylor has, that the colonists would
have been appalled by the suggestion that The King
could conceal a messenger in their homes to overhear and report any seditious or libellous murmurings. In essence uncontrolled electronic surveillance
amounts to the same thing. But some (including
Attorney General Edwin Meese III) consider drug
screening simply another medical testing procedure
to determine fitness for duty. Moreover, law enforcement officials install taps and bugs for the same reason they conduct conventional searches - to secure
evidence for use in criminal prosecutions. But testing
for drugs and the AIDS virus is not undertaken for
criminal investigatory purposes; it is administered as
part of a general regulatory scheme.
Last year the president signed an executive order
calling for widespread mandatory drug testing of
federal employees. A growing number of state and
local agencies have also instituted urinalysis screening. (So have many private employers, but they need
not satisfy Fourth Amendment requirements because
the Amendment only restricts government officals.
However, government involvement in private conduct may make that conduct "state action.")
This spring the president announced - and this
may only be the opening round - that the federal
government would begin mandatory AIDS testing of
selected groups who do not enjoy the usual Fourth
Amendment protections: would-be immigrants,
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illegal aliens seeking amnesty and federal prisoners.
The president also called upon the states to provide
"routine" testing for state and local prisoners,
patients at V.D. clinics and drug abuse centers, and
for marriage license applicants. (Depending upon
which official you believe, "routine" testing (a) is a
nice, soft term for mandatory testing or (b) means
that testing will generally be done, but individuals
who object strongly may refuse to take the tests, a
most difficult standard to administer).
These recent developments are putting enormous
pressure on the Fourth Amendment. Very few people will worry about invasions of privacy when the
question is whether airline pilots, air controllers,
and others who hold the public safety in their hands
must submit to drug tests. And not many will take
seriously claims of privacy when government officials insist (even though they do so over the objection of most health experts) that mandatory AIDS
testing is needed to prevent the spread of that
lethal disease.
Government lawyers have urged the courts not to
let the Fourth Amendment block efforts to combat a
"national epidemic" in illicit drug use. We do have
a serious drug problem, but "national epidemic"
(or better yet, global epidemic) seems a more
suitable term for AIDS, a health threat of staggering
dimensions.
Experts estimate that 1.5 million Americans carry
the AIDS virus in their bodies and that 20 to 30 percent of them will develop the fatal disease within
five years of their infection. By the time they die,
many more will be infected by them or those they
have infected. By 1991, experts project, the AIDS
death toll will exceed 50,000 per year, a figure comparable to the U.S. death toll of the entire Vietnam
War. No cure for AIDS or a vaccine to prevent it has
been found - or is in sight.
Whether or not they eventually develop AIDS, all
carriers of the virus are presumed to be infected for
42

life and able to spread the virus to others through
sexual intercourse, the sharing of needles by drug
users, or from mother to newborn. Because of the
virus's long incubation period (typically three to five
years), carriers can unknowingly infect many others.
But an AIDS test can detect the presence in the
blood of antibodies stimulated by the AIDS virus
(usually within six to twelve weeks of the infection).

L

egal objections to AIDS testing are still being
shaped, but the legal battle over drug testing
is currently being waged in the state and
federal appellate courts and is expected to
reach the U.S. Supreme Court in the near future.
The outcome of that battle is bound to have an important bearing on AIDS testing.
In defending drug testing, government lawyers
have displayed considerable ingenuity. Some of their
arguments may be disposed of rather easily; others
raise difficult questions.
The contention that state-mandated urinalysis is
not a "search" or "seizure" because, unlike a blood
test, it does not entail a physical invasion, or even
a touching, of the body might have prevailed in
the Taft Court era, but it has met a deservedly cold
reception in the 1980s. Almost every court that has
addressed that issue has ruled, and properly so, that
urinalysis is covered by the Fourth Amendment because one has a reasonable and legitimate expectation of privacy in the personal information contained
in one's body fluids. Moreover, a urine test will
often be conducted under the close surveillance of a
government representative, an embarrassing, if not a
humiliating, experience.
Is the Fourth Amendment irrelevant because drug
testing (or AIDS testing) is not directed at gathering
evidence for use in criminal prosecutions? No, the
Amendment applies to all governmental searches
regardless of whether they are part of a criminal investigation. As the Court observed twenty years ago
in the Camara case, it is surely anomalous to maintain that one is protected by the Amendment only
when suspected of criminal behavior.
Questions have been raised about the effectiveness
of mass drug testing. Even more have been raised
about mandatory AIDS testing. (Early this summer,
the American Medical Association adopted a report
maintaining that, given the shortage of testing and
counseling services and the low prevalence of AIDS
infection among such people, AIDS testing of everyone getting married or going into a hospital would
be an inefficient way to spend money. And many
health officials insist that mandatory testing of everyone in the high-risk groups, homosexuals and drug
users, would be counterproductive, driving away the

very people who need testing - and counseling the most.)
But even if the courts agree that mandatory testing
is an effective means of achieving an important public objective, effectiveness alone is not sufficient justification for a search. As one federal court recently
noted: "There is no doubt about it - searches and
seizures can yield a wealth of information useful
to the searcher. (That is why King George Ill's men
so frequently searched the colonists.) That potential,
however, does not make [a governmental search]
a constitutionally reasonable one."*
This June the point was driven home by Sol
Wachtler, Chief Judge of New York's highest court.
In the Patchogue-Medford school district case, in the
course of striking down a school district program
requiring all probationary teachers to submit to urinalysis regardless of any basis for believing that any
particular teacher was using illegal drugs, Judge
Wachtler reminded us: "By restricting the government to reasonable searches, the State and Federal
Constitutions recognize that there comes a point at
which searches intended to serve the public interest,
however effective, may themselves undermine the
public's interest in maintaining the privacy, dignity
and security of its members."

''Some day . . . we shall look
back on [drug and AIDS]
testing as either the most
dramatic illustrations of the
application of the Fourth
Amendment to new conditions
and purposes or the most
striking examples of the
failure to do so.
11

government work force is not transformed into a
powerful and perhaps corrupt political machine have
been deemed sufficiently weighty to override the
substantial First Amendment claims of civil servants.
The government as employer" argument is
likely to prevail in certain drug test settings. Not
surprisingly, the Eighth Circuit recently upheld
"systematic random selection" urinalyses of correctional institutional employees who have daily
contact with prisoners, noting that drug use would
significantly affect the employees' ability to perform their work within the prison, a unique
place fraught with serious security dangers."
(McDonell v. Hunter (1987) ).
Still more recently another federal court of appeals
sustained a program requiring all customs service
employees seeking transfers to certain sensitive jobs
to submit to urine testing for drug use. (National
Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab, (5th Cir.
1987)). The court underscored "the strong governmental interest in employing individuals for
key positions in drug enforcement who themselves
are not drug users." Noting that "the drug user's
questionable integrity, as well as the high financial
cost of obtaining illegal drugs may increase his susceptibility to bribery by criminal drug enterprises,"
the court found this particular drug testing program
to be a reasonable - and hence a constitutional condition of government employment.
In a similar case, however, Fraternal Order of Police
v. Newark, an intermediate New Jersey court, basing
its decision exclusively on its state constitution,
reached the opposite conclusion. This case involved
a Newark police directive mandating that all membff

M

ay the government require submission
to a drug test as a condition of public
employment? No, answer civil liberties
lawyers, quickly invoking the doctrine
of "unconstitutional conditions" - the government
may not condition employment (or the receipt of
other state benefits) on the surrender of constitutional rights.
This is often the right answer, but not always. For
the government as employer does have significantly
different interests than the government as sovereign.
Under certain circumstances, therefore, the government may indeed deprive public employees of some
of the rights they would have as citizens at large not on the simplistic theory that one must accept
employment on the government's terms, even when
these terms include the loss of constitutional rights,
but on the ground that sometimes the full enjoyment of constitutional rights may be demonstrably
incompatible with the mission of a particular
public agency.
Thus, the Court has upheld the Hatch Act, which
forbids partisan political activity by governmental
employees, although such activity is obviously protected by the First Amendment in the abstract. Why?
Because the concern that government employees
might be coerced into working for the reelection of
their superiors and the need to insure that the large

ff
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ers of the narcotics bureau submit to periodic drug
tests. As the court saw it, the directive authorized
searches without individualized suspicion on the
basis of a record that did not indicate that drug use
in the targeted group was extensive. Moreover,
maintained the court, objective indications of drug
use (such as absenteeism, chronic lateness, and
deterioration of work habits) and confidential information as to illegal use would adequately identify
transgressing officers.
Some day the U.S. Supreme Court may rule that
concerns about physical safety are sufficiently compelling to justify suspicionless drug testing of certain
categories of law enforcement officers (and perhaps
other public employees who perform dangerous
tasks). But the argument that drug testing is a reasonable condition of government employment can
only go so far. Thus, the U.S. Supreme Court is
likely to agree with the highest court of New York,
which, as previously noted, recently concluded that
requiring all public school teachers eligible for tenure
to undergo drug screening violated both the state
and federal constitutions.
To say that the impairment of a school teacher's
facilities by drug use poses a serious danger to
physical safety is quite strained. To uphold suspicionless drug testing of school teachers would
come close to saying that all public employees, no
matter what the nature of their jobs, must submit to
random or blanket drug testing. Ordinarily, on-thejob random drug testing should not be imposed absent a clear showing that a process of close supervision of employees plus testing upon some particularized suspicion (a less demanding standard than
traditional "probable cause") produces unacceptable
results.
If drug testing is a "search" and if individuals
do not lose their Fourth Amendment rights merely
because they work for the government, how can
any public employee be tested without any suspicion
particular to him simply because he is a member of a
group that includes some who use drugs? Moreover,
while the main targets of governmental drug testing
have been public employees, AIDS testing is taking a
different route. How can the government require all
hospital patients or all health care workers to submit
to AIDS tests in the absence of any individualized
suspicion? After all, no court has, or ever would,
approve a "dragnet" or "blanket" search of all people in a particular neighborhood, even one in a high
crime area, on the rationale that such a police operation would turn up evidence of criminal conduct on
the part of some people - as undoubtedly it would.
But the matter is more complicated than that.
Although the Supreme Court has not specifically
addressed these questions, the lower federal courts
have consistently upheld what might be called
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"dragnet searches" of boarding passengers and.their
carry-on luggage at airport departure gates and what
might be characterized as "blanket" metal detector
searches and inspections of briefcases and parcels
at the doors of courthouses and other governmental
buildings. How can these "mass suspicionless
investigations" be squared with the Fourth
Amendment?

T

he answer is that the Court has viewed the
Fourth Amendment as a flexible standard
that permits fairly wide-open balancing of
public and individual interests when government programs are directed at special problems
unlike those confronted by the police in their day-today pursuit of criminals. In these instances (originally inspection of residential and commercial buildings for possible violations of health, safety and
sanitation standards) the Court has carved out an exception to traditional Fourth Amendment constraints
for what have been variously called "inspections,"
"regulatory searches" or "administrative searches."
The essence of this exception is that searches not
conducted as part of a typical police investigation to
secure evidence of crime but as part of a general
regulatory scheme, one applying standardized
procedures negating the potential for arbitrariness,
need not be based on individualized suspicion (nor,
sometimes, be authorized by warrants.)
Airport and courthouse searches can best be justified as "administrative searches." But we should be
slow to apply these precedents to mandatory drug
and AIDs testing.
Courthouse searches were a response to the bombings of government buildings and airport searches
were a response to a dramatic escalation of skyjacking and air piracy - crimes which exceed all others
in terms of the potential for enormous and immediate harm. Moreover, as the University of
Illinois' Wayne Lafave has pointed out, airport
searches "present the government with a now-ornever opportunity" - the individual passing the
checkpoint is in but momentary contact with the
government and thus even a reasonable suspicion
requirement would be unworkable. This, of course,
is not so as to the ongoing supervision of government employees. Finally, a metal detector search
constitutes a minimal intrusion, certainly a much
more limited one than the forced discharge of
bodily fluids.
Whether, when the Court finally comes to grips
with the constitutionality of blanket or random drug
testing it will rely on or sharply distinguish the airport search cases remains to be seen. It would be
regrettable, but not too surprising, if the Court
were to view drug and AIDS testing as simply other

kinds of "administrative searches ."
The erviceability of the administrative search
concept has gladdened government lawyers, but
ha alarmed others, including me. "Administrative
search" is warming around the Fourth Amendment like bees . And the drone may soon become
deafening.

I

agree with Profes or Lafave, author of the
leading treatise on search and seizure, who
told me: "Unless the administrative search is
limited to truly extraordinary situations where
rigorous application of typical Fourth Amendment
standards would be intolerable, would lead to unacceptably poor results, the Amendment - as we
thought we knew it - will largely disappear. The
need to detect drug users is important, but hardly
more so than the need to search for narcotics dealers, kidnappers and murderers. Yet we have never
demanded 100 percent enforcement of the criminal
law, or anything approaching it. Instead, we are
committed to a philosophy of tolerating a certain
level of undetected crime as preferable to an oppressive state."
I also share the concern of the University of
Chicago's Albert Alschuler that the administrative
search doctrine looms as a potent privacy sneak
thief. In a recent conversation I had with him,
Alschuler commented: "We have witnessed and
accepted airport searches, then courthouse searches.
What next? Magnetometers at the doors of all office
buildings and shopping centers? Will the day come
when we won't be able to leave our homes and
enter the public streets without undergoing a magnetometer test and a search of our belongings?
Will these intrusions, too, be upheld as administrative searches? Are we moving toward a regime of
total surveillance whenever we share space with
someone else so long as we call the surveillance
an administrative search?"
"The great tides and currents which engulf
the rest of men," Judge Benjamin Cardozo once
observed, " do not turn a ide in their course and
pass judges by." (The Nature of the Judicial Proce ,
p. 168.) The cases upholding airport and courthouse
searches in the absence of any individualized suspicion illustrate Cardozo' point. But I fear, and I
believe there is good rea on to fear, that the tides
and currents now at work may engulf the F urth
Amendment itself. ~
Footnote

McD011ell v. Hunt er, 612 F. upp .1122, 1130 ( .D.l wa 19 5)( ietor, .J.). On
appeal, th di trict c urt' rder wa modified ignificantl , but hi f judg
Vi tor' b r ation i till a f licitou on .

[N]o court has, or ever would,
approve a ''dragnet'' or
"blanket" search of all people
in a particular neighborhood,
even one in a high crime area,
on the rationale that such a
police operation would turn
up evidence of criminal
conduct on the part of
some people as undoubtedly it would.
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